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Zoom g1x four guitar multi-effects processor with expression pedal

The Zoom G1X FOUR feature over 70 effects and amp models, looper and drum machine. Plus, access ZOOM Guitar Lab’s additional library of downloadable effects. Plug in and be amazed!X is for XpressionThe G1X FOUR comes with ZOOM’s expression pedal, which provides control over effects such as volume, wah,
delay and pitch.Sounds That Inspire.Your Favorite Amps & CabinetsWith 13 classic amps and cabinets like Fender, Marshall, Orange and more*, the G1 series brings big stage sound wherever you go.You’ll Love Our Free Guitar Lab SoftwareWith ZOOM Guitar Lab, explore an endless world of artist patches, effects and
more. And with its ability to manage and backup all of your patches, you can experiment and create endless combinations.Drums Included! Play along with 68 great-sounding rhythm patterns in different time signatures, including 4/4, 3/4 and more. Stay Looped In The built-in looper can record up to 30 seconds of playing,
allowing you to create dynamic, multi-part arrangements. Auto Patch BackupYour patches and level settings are instantly backed up when using the Auto Save function, ensuring you never lose your latest creation.Perform Live Seamlessly switch up your sounds during live shows using either of 2 performance modes.
PRESELECT mode lets you jump from patch to patch without affecting the patch your currently playing. STOMP mode lets you turn individual effects on and off with the tap of your foot. Off the FloorThe G1X FOUR’s control panel is also designed for hands-on, desktop use. Dial in tones and adjust level settings with
absolute precision to craft your perfect sound.Power OptionsThe G1X FOUR runs on just four AA batteries. Alternatively, it can be powered using the optional Zoom AD-16 AC adapter or via USB bus power. Features G1X FOUR offers over 70 built-in effects 13 amp models for simulating classic rigs Up to 5 effects can
be used simultaneously, chained together in any order Looper for recording up to 30 seconds / 64 beats of CD-quality audio with seamless start and end times ZOOM Guitar Lab software for creating, editing and managing effects and patches 68 built-in rhythm patterns which can be used in conjunction with the Looper 50
memory locations for storing user-created patches Auto Save function for automatic saving of all patch parameters Onboard chromatic tuner supports all standard guitar tunings, including open and drop tunings Input jack accepts standard mono guitar cable (both active and passive instruments supported) Auxiliary input
jack for connection of personal music players Output jack for connection to amp or headphones Runs on 4 AA batteries, with alkaline battery life of 18 hours USB port for firmware updates, power and connection to ZOOM Guitar Lab Crafting great-sounding guitar tones has never been easier, thanks to Zoom’s G1X
FOUR multi-effects processor. Add dimension and polish to your playing with more than 70 traditional and boutique effects. Achieve real-time control over volume, wah, delay, and pitch effects with the integrated expression pedal. Dial in everything from squeaky-clean to high-gain tones with 13 classic amplifier and
cabinet models. Keep the beat with 68 built-in drum patterns, while you create multi-part arrangements with a 30-second looper. The G1X FOUR allows you to use up to five effects simultaneously, and you can save up to 50 user-created patches for instant recall. The value-packed G1X FOUR is great for practice and
performance alike. The Zoom G1X FOUR comes loaded with more than 70 traditional and boutique effects. Add dimension to your sound with delays and reverbs. Give it a polished sheen with a chorus, flanger, or phaser. Or reach for something more esoteric like a ring modulator, pitch-shifting delay, or a sitar simulation
— it’s all in there. There are also 13 classic amplifier and cabinet models onboard, covering everything from squeaky-clean tranquility to high-gain anarchy. Use up to five effects simultaneously, chained together in any order. And when you’ve got everything dialed in, you can save up to 50 user-created patches.
Metronomes are great for keeping time, but they’re not very inspiring. That’s why the G1X FOUR includes 68 built-in drum patterns. These great-sounding rhythms give you plenty to jam along to, boasting multiple time signatures — 4/4, 3/4, and more. When we ran the G1X FOUR through its paces here at Sweetwater,
we found the built-in rhythm patterns to be one of our favorite features — they’re a lot of fun! Built-in drum patterns are great for keeping the beat, but they don’t do much for harmonic context when you’re practicing. But thanks to the Zoom G1X FOUR’s onboard looper, you can lay down a chord progression, loop it, then
play over it. You can record and loop up to 30 seconds of CD-quality audio, which is more than enough to craft dynamic multi-part arrangements. And don’t think that the usefulness of the G1X FOUR’s looper is limited to practice sessions — it’s an awesome performance tool too!Zoom G1X FOUR Multi-effects Processor
Features: 70+ traditional and boutique effects for adding dimension and polish to your playing 13 classic amplifier and cabinet models covering everything from squeaky-clean to high-gain tones Expression pedal enables real-time control over volume, wah, delay, and pitch effects Use up to 5 effects simultaneously,
chained together in any order Save and store up to 50 user-created patches for instant recall Auto save function ensures that you never lose your latest creation 68 built-in drum patterns in multiple time signatures give you plenty to jam along to 30-second looper allows you to craft multi-part arrangements with CD-quality
sound Create, edit, and manage effects and patches with Zoom’s Guitar Lab software Onboard chromatic tuner supports standard, open, and drop tunings Auxiliary input jack for jamming along with your personal music player Multi-FX Digital 50 User, 40 Factory Over 60 (up to 5 simultaneous), 68 Built-in rhythm patterns
Chorus, Vibrato, Phaser, Flanger, Pan, Distortion, Rotary 13 Amps, 16 Cabinets Up to 30 seconds 1 x 1/4" (instrument), 1 x 1/8" (aux in) 1 x 1/4" (line/headphone) 1 x Type Micro-B 1 x 1/4" Built-in Pedal Guitar Lab 4.0 macOS 10.12 or later, Windows 7 or later Zoom AD-16 AC adapter (sold separately), USB bus power
500mA 4 x AA 1.6" 5.1" 6.1" 0.74 lbs. (without batteries) ZG1XFOUR Sweetwater had me Rockin' in minutes with this awesome pedal from ZOOM. Its versitile and the effects sound great! Add a Rythym to a loop and away you go,soloing and adding infinite over-dubs. Its great for practice at home or whereever you need
quality sound and options.Everything has adjustments for Sound,Tempo,Loops and a built in tuner. Add an external audio device and Jam to that if you want. It has an empty bank to create your favorite patches linking up to five effects each and the built in effects are cool and get you going fast. So if you are hooking up
to an amp,mixer,cellphone,laptop or other audio interface this pedal has you covered. Guitar Lab is easy to use and intuitive. All adjustments are a click away and best of all its fun to use. Sweetwater is amazing! I am an old dog trying to learn new tricks. A complete novice. Sweetwater has made the attempt far easier
than I could have imagined. This effects pedal affords me the opportunity to sound more proficient than I am. That is a nice break from the frustrations of beginning guitar. I am certain that as I improve this pedal will do more than I can envision. I love all 3 elements of my setup. I think it's great, a lot of different sounds, for
not a lot of money For the money, this pedal is loaded and with the downloadable software even more doors are opened. The rhythm section is a blast to play with and the looper tops it off. For those who want a switch, buy an LED strip inline switch and you are good to go! I would recommend this multi-effects processor
to any beginner who, like myself, wants to use effects but would benefit from learning more about them. It is more than just a box of presets. The G1X FOUR allows you to explore the individual effects that produce a specific sound. It also lets you tweak a patch or alter it all together. A great first stomp box and practice
tool. The Zoom G1 FOUR and G1X FOUR feature over 70 effects and amp models, looper and drum machine. Plus, access ZOOM Guitar Lab’s additional library of downloadable effects. Plug in and be amazed! Watch the Video SPECS & DETAILS What's in the Box Bass Multi-Effects Processors Multi-Effects
Processors for Acoustic String and Wind Instruments Guitar Multi-Effects Processor
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